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Abstract 
Demetrovics, J., G.O.H. Katona and A. Sali, The characterization of branching dependencies, Discrete 
Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 139-153. 
A new type of dependencies in a relational database model is introduced. If b)zqm attribute, A is a set 
of attributes then it is said that b @,q)-depends on A, in notation A + b, in a database r 
if there are no q + 1 rows in I such that they have at most p different values in A, but q + 1 different 
values in qb,o, (l,l)-dependency is the classical functional dependency. Let v(A) denote 
the set {b: A + 6). The set function +‘(A) is characterized if p=l, l<q; p=2, 3<q; 2<p, p*-p-liq. 
Implications among @,q)-dependencies are also determined. 
1. Introduction 
A relational database system of the scheme R(A,,A,, . . . ,A,) can be considered 
as a matrix, where the columns correspond to the attributes Aj’s (for example 
name, date of birth, place of birth, etc.), while the rows are the n-tuples of the 
relation r. That is, a row contains the data of a given individual. Let 52 denote the 
set of attributes (the set of the columns of the matrix). Let A c Q and b E 52. We 
say that b (functionally) depends on A (see [1,2]) if the data in the columns of A 
determine the data of b, that is there exist no two rows which agree in A but are 
different in 6. We denote this by A + 6. 
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Functional dependencies have turned out to be very useful. All existing database 
managing systems are based on this concept. Let us consider the following example. 
Suppose that 52= (At,A,,As,A,} and A, +A* and A, -+A, hold. If we store the 
whole matrix in the memory of a computer, then it requires 4N,N3 registers in the 
worst case, where Nr (Ns) denotes the number of possible different values of A, 
(As). Indeed, A, and As can take values independently, but they determine A2 and 
A,, respectively. Thus, the number of different rows is at most NrN,. However, 
using the given functional dependencies, we can save a lot of memory. Indeed, it 
is enough to store the matrix consisting of the columns A, and A3 (2N,N, registers) 
together with two little matrices each having two columns. One contains values of 
A, and A, in the first and second columns, respectively. The first column contains 
all possible values of A 1, while the second one contains the values determined by 
the dependency A, +Az. The other small matrix is built up from A3 and A, in the 
same way. The number of stored values is at most 2NrNs +2(N,+ N4), which is 
usually significantly smaller than 4Nr N3 . 
In the present paper we introduce a more general (weaker) dependency, than the 
functional dependency. We do it first in a very particular case, then we show the 
usefulness of the concept. Let A r D and b E 52, we say that b (1,2)-depends on A 
if the values in A determine the values in b in a “two-valued” way. That is, there 
exist no three rows the same in A but having three different values in b. We denote 
itbyA--+ (lP2) b. Similarly, A (lsq) - b if there exist no q + 1 rows each having the same 
values in columns of A, but containing q+ 1 different values in the column b. 
Let us suppose that the database consists of the trips of an international transport 
truck, more precisely, the names of the countries the truck enters. For the sake of 
simplicity, let us suppose that the truck goes through exactly four countries in each 
trip (counting the start and endpoints, too) and does not enter a country twice 
during one trip. Suppose furthermore, that there are 30 possible countries 
and one country has at most five neighbours. Let A,, A2, As, A, denote the first, 
second, third and fourth country as attributes. It is easy to see that At aA2, 
{AnA -@% A, and {A,, A3} % A4. Now, we cannot decrease the size of the 
stored matrix, as in the case of functional ((1, I)-) dependency, but we can decrease 
the range of the elements of the matrix. The range of each element of the original 
matrix consists of 30 values, names of countries or some codes of them (five bits 
each, at least). Let us store a little table (30x 5 x 5 =750 bits) that contains a 
numbering of the neighbours of each country, which assigns to them the numbers 
0,1,2,3,4 in some order. Now we can replace attribute A2 by these numbers (A:), 
because the value of A, gives the starting country and the value of AT determines 
the second country with the help of the little table. The same holds for the attribute 
A,, but we can decrease the number of possible values even further, if we give a 
table of numbering the possible third countries for each pair A,,A,. In this case, 
the attribute A; can take only four different values. The same holds for Ad, too. 
That is, while each element of the original matrix could be encoded by five bits, now 
for the cost of two little auxiliary tables we could decrease the length of the elements 
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in the second column to three bits, and that of the elements in the third and fourth 
columns to two bits. 
It is easy to see, that the same idea can be applied in each case when we store the 
paths of a graph, whose maximum degree is much less than the number of its ver- 
tices or when we want to store the sequence of states of a process, where the number 
of all possible states is much larger than the number of possible successing states 
of a state or in any case when there hold many (1, q)-dependencies, where q is small. 
The general concept we shall study is the (p, q)-dependency (15~5 q, integers). 
Definition 1.1. Let r be a relational database system of the scheme 
NAnA,, . . . . A,). Let A c Q and b E Sz. We say that b (p, q)-depends on A if there 
are no q+ 1 rows (n-tuples) of r such that they contain at most p different values 
in each column (attribute) of A, but q + 1 different values in 6. 
The aim of this paper is to generalize theorems valid for functional dependencies 
to (p, q)-dependencies. Several very interesting combinatorial problems arise in this 
context. 
2. Characterization of (p,q)-dependencies 
For a given relation r (or its matrix M) we define a function from the family of 
subsets of Q into itself 52 as follows. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be the matrix of the given relation r. Let us suppose, that 
11~5 q. Then the mapping sMPq : 2” --f 2o is defined by 
SMP9(A) = {b : A w b} . (2.1) 
We collect two important properties of the mapping HMPq in the following pro- 
position. 
Proposition 2.2. Let r, !2, M, p and q as above. Furthermore, let A, B c Q. Then 
0) A Cafe,,,, (2.2) 
(ii) A c B a @,,,_&A) C&I,,(B). 
Proof. It is clear that if b EA, then A - (“‘) b which proves (i). On the other hand, 
ifAcBandA- (P,‘) 6, then Ba b holds as well. 0 
Definition 2.3. Set functions satisfying (2.2) are called increasing-monotone func- 
tions. We say that such an increasing-monotone function JV is (p, q)-representable 
if there exists a matrix M such that JV=.~~~~. 
Whether all increasing-monotone functions on subsets of any given Q are (p, q)- 
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representable? If not, what are the restrictions on p and q or JV? The following 
theorem gives a partial answer. 
Theorem 2.4. Let JYbe an increasing-monotone function on subsets of Q satisfying 
J(0) = 0. Then N is (p, q)-representable if one of the following holds: 
(i) p=l and l<q, 
(ii) p=2 and 3<q, (2.3) 
(iii) 2<p and p2-p-l<q. 
Proof. Let us call a sequence of subsets O#A,CA,C..*CA, of D a chain if the 
following two conditions hold: 
(i) Jy(Ai)=Aj+, (lIi<k), 
(ii) Jy(Ak) =Ak. 
For such a chain L we construct the matrix M(z, r, L) shown as follows: 
Al A2\Al A,\& . . . AM-1 Q\Ar+ 
Z 2 Z . . . Z Z 
z Z Z . . . Z z+l 
Z Z Z . . . Z z+2 
.*. 
Z Z zsr . . . z+(k-2)r z+kr 
Z z-t1 z+r+l . . . z+(k-2)r+ 1 z+kr+l 
Z z+2 z+r+2 . . . z+(k-2)r+2 z+kr+2 
.*. 
Z z+r z+2r . . . z+(k-1)r z+(k+l)r 
(2.4) 
Each column of the matrix begins with some z’s, then from a certain position the 
natural numbers come in increasing order: z, . . . , z, z + 1, z + 2, . . . . The columns of 
Ai \Ai_ 1 (1 <irk) are all identical and the same holds for the columns of A, and 
Q\A,, respectively. The columns of the latter consist of z,z+ l,z+ 2, . . . . On the 
other hand, columns of A, consist of all z’s. Columns of A,\A, are shifted in 
comparison to columns of A, by r, i.e., the number of z’s at the beginning is r less 
than that in columns of A,, but their last element is r+z. In general, columns of 
A,\Aj_I are shifted in comparison to those of A;_l\Ai_2 by r (1 <is k). 
However, columns of Q\A, are shifted by 2r in comparison to Ak\Ak_, . Accord- 
ing to the definition of a chain, Aj\Ai_l (1 silk) cannot be empty, but Q\Ak 
can be. In the latter case the matrix does not contain such columns. We shall only 
use the following easily checked properties of this matrix. 
(i) If two positions in a column of Ai \Ai_l (1 <is k) contain the same ele- 
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ment, then any column of Ai \Aj_i contains an identical element in those two 
positions for all j< i. (A,, = 0 by assumption.) 
(ii) Choosing a z in a column of Ai \/l-r there can stand only z or z + 1 or z+ 2 
or . . . or z + r in the same position of a column of Ai+i \Ai. However, if we choose 
a number s different from z in a column of Ai \A;_ 1, then only s + r can stand in 
the same position of a column of Ai+ I \Ai. 
(iii) For k>j>i+ll2 we can find 2r+ 1 different numbers (namely 
z,z+l,..., z+ 2r) in a column of A, \Aj_l so that only z’s stand in the same posi- 
tions of a column of Ai \Ai_ 1. 
(iv) We can find 2r + 1 different numbers (namely z, z + 1, . . . , z + 2r) in a column 
of Q\Ak so that only z’s stand in the same positions of a column of Ai \Ai_ 1 for 
ISirk. 
Let 9?={L,,L,,..., L,} be a set of chains which satisfies that for every pair A, 
b (A c Q, b E Q) satisfying A + 0, b e&(A) there is a chain Lj and a set Ai in that 
chain satisfying 
A ~ Ai and b$~(Ai). (2.5) 
We obtain such a set of chains for example, if we take all possible nonempty 
subsets of D as A,. For every chain Li we construct p matrices M(zf,r, Li), 
M(Zk,r,Li), . . . . M(zL, r, Li). We choose the numbers z; so that a natural number can 
occur in at most one of these matrices. We write the matrices one under the other 
to obtain the matrix A(r). If some column contains less than q + 1 different sym- 
bols, then we repeat M(zi,r,L,) enough times with all different z’s to obtain at 
least q + 1 different symbols in every column. We claim that for a suitable choice 
of r, “a-ll~~~ = JV holds. This is true if (1) b $ a(A) implies that b $ ~~oP4(A) and 
(2) b E &(A) implies that b E SdoP4(A). 
(1) Let us suppose first that be&(A) for some A C Q. If A = 0, then b $ 
9 -/l(r)pq(0) follows from the fact that there are at least q-t 1 different symbols in 
any column of d(r). However, if A # 0, then there exists a chain Lj and a set Ai 
of that chain satisfying (2.5). We have that b$Jv(Ai) =Ai+l, so by Af\Af_l, 
kz f > i + 1 or b E fI\Ak holds. In the first case we use (iii) and in the second case 
we use (iv) to choose altogether p(2r+ 1) rows from M(z/, r, Lj),M(z~, r, Lj), . . . , 
M(z$ r, Lj) so that they contain at most p different symbols in columns of A c_ Ai, 
but they contain all different symbols in the column b. Thus, if 
p(2r+l)rq+l, 
then b $ S&,,.,,,(A) holds. 
(2.6) 
(2) Let us suppose now that b E/(A). d’(0) = 0 implies that A #0. Let us 
consider an arbitrary chain L, from 9: A,, A,, . . . , A,. Let i= i(L,) = k + 1 if 
A n &?\A,) # 0. On the other hand, if A fl (Q\A,) = 0, then let i be the largest in- 
dex such that A n (A; \Ai~1) is nonempty. A C Ai implies that 
bEJY(A)CJI/(Ai)=Ai+l for i<k. For i=k we have that bEJI/(Ai)=Ai. Applying 
(ii), this implies that if there are at most t different symbols in a column of A in 
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the matrix M(z;, r, L,), then in the column b there can stand only t + r different 
values. 
Let us choose q + 1 rows that contain at most p different values in columns of A. 
These rows could be chosen from at most p different matrices M(zT, r, L,). Suppose 
that they are chosen in fact from u (U rp) different matrices. Because there are dif- 
ferent symbols in different matrices, we have that in the columns of A there can only 
stand at most p - u + 1 different symbols in one matrix, which implies that in one 
matrix at most p - u + 1 + r different values are in the column b. Altogether there 
are at most u(p - u + 1 + r) different symbols in column b in the u different matrices 
of type M(zT, r, ~5,). If r zp - 2 > 0, then this number is maximal for u =p. Thus, if 
rzp-2>0 and 
p(r+ l)sq, 
then b E #~(,.,&l) follows. 
(2.7) 
It is easy to check that for the pairs p, q satisfying (2.3) one can find r which 
simultaneously satisfies (2.6) and (2.7). 0 
It is natural to ask the following. 
Problem 2.5. Is the statement of Theorem 2.4 true for arbitrary (p, q)-dependencies 
(p < q)? Is it possible to drop the condition H(0) = 0? 
In the case p=q the situation changes significantly. It is shown in [4] that 
.Y=gMpp must satisfy an important condition together with (2.2). 
Proposition 2.6. 
Proof. The inclusion zZM,,&4) c #M,,p(‘aMpp(A)) follows from (2.2). Thus, we only 
have to prove that ~E@~J@~JA)) implies b~@~,&l). Let us consider such a 
set of rows of A4 that each column of A contains at most p different numbers in 
these rows. According to the definition of sMpp, the same holds for each column 
of #M&l), too. This, together with the assumption b~~,+,J#~&4)) implies 
that there are at most p different values in column b which proves that 
b E gM&4). 0 
Set functions satisfying (2.2) and (2.8) are called closures. It is well known (see 
Armstrong [l] or in this form [3]), that for p= 1 the converse of Proposition 2.6 
is true, i.e., for every closure S there exists a matrix M such that S = gM1 1 which 
means that every closure is (1, 1)-representable. We show in the following that this 
is true for p= 2, as well, but not true for p>2 in general. 
First, we recall some well-known concepts and propositions about closures, for 
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detailed proofs see for example [3]. Let .5Z? be a closure on X2, i.e., S?: 2” --f 2’ satis- 
fying (2.2) and (2.8). A !Z Q is called closed if g(A) = A. The collection of closed sets 
is denoted by g= y(g). The intersection of two closed sets is closed. 5?(A) is the 
intersection of all closed sets containing A. Furthermore, let &=Jlt($“(S?)) denote 
the collection of those closed sets that cannot be obtained as an intersection of two 
other closed sets different from them. An arbitrary closed set can be obtained as 
intersection of some sets from A, consequently g(A) is equal to the intersection of 
all members of & containing A. 
Theorem 2.1. Every closure is (2, q)-representable if 215 q. 
Proof. LetS!?beaclosureonQandletJtl=~(~(5Z))=(G1,G2,...,G,}. It iseasy 
to see that G = g(0) is a subset of every closed set, in particular it is a subset of every 
Gi. We construct a matrix M. 
q rows correspond to every G; in M, namely the (qi- q + l)th, (qi - q + 2)th, . . . , 
(qi)th rows. In the columns of G, O’s are standing in every row. We put i to the posi- 
tions corresponding to columns of Gi \ G. In the remaining positions j+ qm stands 
in the jth row. Note that there are at least q+ 1 different numbers in columns of 
Q\G. We claim that for this matrix M, g=SMlq. 
Let A c f2 and suppose that b $ L?(A). Then by the properties of closures there ex- 
ists a Gj such that 
(2.9) 
Then in the q rows corresponding to Gj identical elements are standing in the col- 
umns of A (either 0 or i), while q different values stand in column b. Let us take 
a (q + 1)st row such that it contains a (q + 1)st different value in column b. Thus, 
we obtained q + 1 rows that contain at most two different values in columns of A, 
but q+ 1 different ones in 6, so b$#M2q(A). 
On the other hand, let us suppose now that b ES?(A). Consider q + 1 rows that 
contain at most two different values in each column of A. We have to distinguish 
two cases. 
Case 1: A L g(0). In this case b E g(0) holds, as well, hence the column b contains 
only O’s, so b eSMzq (A). 
Case 2: A \9(0) #0. Because A has a column not in the closure of the empty set, 
there can be at most two different values in each column of A iff the given q+ 1 
rows are corresponding to at most two different Gi’S. If all the q + 1 rows corres- 
pond to the same Gi and A \Gi#O, then the columns of A not in G; contain q+ 1 
different values in these q + 1 rows, a contradiction. Thus, 
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This implies that b contains all identical elements in these q + 1 rows. On the other 
hand, if the given q+ 1 rows correspond to two different Gi’s, namely to G; and 
Gj, then we may assume that at least two rows of the q + 1 correspond to Gi. If A 
had a column not in Gi, then there would stand at least three different symbols in 
that column in the q+ 1 rows, a contradiction. Thus (2.10) and (2.11) again hold 
and b contains at most q different values in the given rows. This proves that 
b E ~A42&4). 0 
Let us note, that the (1, q)-representability of a closure can be proved in a similar 
(but easier) way. Now, we show a closure, which is not (p,p)-representable if 
p>2. 
Definition 2.8. Let e denote the following 2’ + 2” function: 
g(x) = 
X, if IXI<k, 
Q, otherwise. (2.12) 
It is easy to see that gt is a closure. 
Theorem 2.9. If p>2 and n >6 then ~Z?z?,2 is not (p,p)-representable. 
Proof. Let us suppose in the contrary that there exists a matrix M of n columns 
(p,p)-representing 92. Let us suppose that subject to this condition the number of 
rows of A4 is minimal. Because 9?‘,2(0) =0, we have that there are at least p + 1 dif- 
ferent values in each column of M. If all symbols in a column a were different, then 
b ELJ,,,_,J{~}) would hold for each b E Q that contradicts to the assumption 
9 -Lz2 MPP- n* 
Now suppose that the rows r and s both contain identical elements in the columns 
a and 6, respectively. By definition, c~L$?i({a, 6)) holds for all CE Q. Let us choose 
p - 1 rows additionally to r and s such that they contain all different values in c and 
those values are different from the values of r and s. (This is possible, because there 
are at least p + 1 different numbers in column c.) In these p + 1 rows a and b take 
at most p different values. Thus, by ,a,,,- -.J.Z?~, c takes at most p different values, 
too. This can only happen if r and s agree in c, hence r and s are identical rows that 
contradicts the minimality of M. We obtained that two rows may agree in at most 
one column. 
Let us suppose now that rows t and u agree in the first column, while rows r and 
s agree in the second column (t # u, r#s). By the previous paragraph {t, u} # {r,s}, 
so we only have to consider the following two cases: (i) /{t, u, r,s} 1 = 3; (ii) all the 
four rows are distinct. 
(i) The first and second columns contain at most two different values in these 
three rows. Because #Mpp- -2’: any other column contains at most two different 
values in these rows. If the number of columns is larger than three, then there must 
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exist two columns that agree in the same pair of rows that contradicts the conclusion 
of the previous paragraph. 
(ii) Using thatp>2 one can see that every column contains at most three different 
values in rows T, S, t, u. There are six possibilities for a column to contain identical 
elements in two of these four rows, so for n>6 we can apply the pigeon hole prin- 
ciple to obtain a pair of different columns that contain identical elements in the 
same pair of rows, a contradiction. 0 
In the following we give a certain characterization of (p,p)-representable closures. 
First we need a definition. 
Definition 2.10. Let a = {Aij} be a system of subsets of an n-element set X, 
where 1 I i < j 5 m. We say that .%9 satisfies the triangle condition if for all i < j < k 
the intersection of any pair of Aj,j, A,, and A,, is contained in the third set. 
The following lemma can be proved by an easy greedy construction. 
Lemma 2.11. Let 59 = {Ali} be a system of subsets of an n-element set X, where 
1 I i< js m. There exists an m x n matrix M such that its ith and jth rows agree ex- 
actly in the columns corresponding to Ai,j iff EC? satisfies the triangle condition. 
Theorem 2.12. The closure .9 is (p,p)-representable if and only if there exists a 
system of subsets of 0, CB = {A,j} (1~ i< j< m) such that it satisfies the triangle 
condition, the following sets are all closed by 9: 
(2.13) 
(where l<jO,jl,..., jP I m are arbitrarily fixed integers) and every g-closed set can 
be obtained as intersection of sets of type (2.13). 
In order to prove Theorem 2.12 we need the following easily checked lemma. 
Lemma 2.13. Let M be a matrix of m rows and suppose that the ith and jth rows 
of M agree in the column set A,j. Then A c 52 is closed according to gMpP if and 
only if it is an intersection of sets of type (2.13). 
Proof of Theorem 2.12. If 9 is (p,p)-representable, then the representing matrix 
M defines the set system {Aij: 1 ~i<j<m} by that the ith and jth rows of M 
agree in the column set A;,j. By Lemma 2.13, Atj’s satisfy the triangle condition. 
A set of type (2.13) is trivially an intersection of sets of type (2.13) (one-element in- 
tersection), so by Lemma 2.13 it is closed. It also follows from Lemma 2.13 that 
every closed set is an intersection of sets of type (2.13). 
On the other hand, if there exist sets {A,j} satisfying the condition of the 
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theorem, then by the triangle condition we have a matrix A4 such that the ith and 
jth rows of M agree in the column set Ai,/. The g-closed sets can be obtained as 
intersections of sets of type (2.13) by the conditions of the theorem. Conversely, 
nonclosed sets cannot be obtained because (2.13) type sets are all ._Z’-closed and in- 
tersection of g-closed sets is .9-closed, too. Thus, Lemma 2.13 completes the 
proof. 0 
Even though the conditions of Theorem 2.12 are not algorithmically effective, it 
yields nice theoretical results like the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.14. Let &? be a closure such that A =&(y@?)) = {G,, GZ, . . . , G,} is 
closed under taking unions. Then .5?? is (p,p)-representable for every p. 
Proof. Let t rp (if t <p then we repeat G, enough times to obtain at least p sets). 
We apply Theorem 2.12 with m=2t, Azi_l,zi= Gi (1 I is t), while the other A,j’s 
are empty. q 
The next easy proposition shows that a closure is either (p,p)-representable only 
for finitely many p’s, or (p,p)-representable for every large enough p. We omit its 
quite straightforward proof. 
Proposition 2.15. Let 9 be a closure on the n-element set 52. Furthermore, let 
Nz 2n - 3 and suppose that 9 is (N, N)-representable. Then 9 is (p,p)-representable 
for all p > N. 
Summarizing, the question remained basically open: 
Problem 2.16. Find an algorithmically good characterization of (p,p)-representable 
closures. 
We have already shown that every closure is (2, q)-representable if q 2 2. Further- 
more, we can apply Theorem 2.4 for closures, too, because they are special 
increasing-monotone functions. However, we are able to utilize the additional pro- 
perties of closures to prove the following. 
Proposition 2.17. Let 9 be a closure on Q. Zf 3 up and ((p + 1)/2)2(r q, then 9 is 
(p, q)-representable. 
Proof. Let A(~@?)) = { G1, G2, . . . , G, } and G =9(0). We construct a matrix A4 
similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.7. There correspond q+ 1 rows to each 
Gj in h4, namely the ((i- l)(q + 1) + l)st, ((i - l)(q + 1) + 2)nd, . . . , (i(q + 1))th. If 
(i- l)(q+ 1) + 1 <jsi(q+ l), i.e., row j belongs to Gi, then in this row 0 stands in 
the columns of G, i stands in the columns of Gj \ G and (q + 1)r + j stands in the 
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other columns. Let A c 52 be an arbitrary subset and let us suppose first that 
b $ $?(A). Then there exists an i such that 9(A) c Gi $ b holds. The q + 1 rows corre- 
sponding to Gi contain all identical elements in columns of A (either 0 or i), but 
the values in b are all different. This shows that b@@M,,q(A). 
On the other hand, let us suppose that b Ed and take q+ 1 rows that con- 
tain at most p different symbols in columns of A. Suppose that these rows 
belong to exactly u different Gi’s (urp). Then the rows corresponding to the 
same given Gj contain at most p-u + 1 different values in columns of A. We 
claim that b cannot contain more distinct numbers in rows belonging to a given 
Gj, than the maximum for columns of A. Indeed, if A$CGj, then there is a col- 
umn of A that contains all different values in the rows belonging to Gj. On the 
other hand, if A c Gj, then by b EZ(A) c I = Gj, all identical elements are 
standing in b. Thus, at most u(p - u + 1) different symbols stand in b in the chosen 
q+l rows. 
(2.14) 
implies that b~#~&l) holds, as well. 0 
It is natural to ask the following. 
Problem 2.18. Is every closure (p, q)-representable if p < q? Or even more, is every 
increasing-monotone function (p, q)-representable if p < q? 
For closures the smallest open case is p = 4, q = 5, while for increasing-monotone 
functions p = 2, q = 3. It is not hard to check that an argument similar to those above 
yields that if p divides q + 1, then every closure is (p, q)-representable. 
The next problem seems to be somewhat easier, than the previous ones. Let Jy 
be an increasing-monotone function on the set Q. A set K is called a key if 
J(K) = Q. K is a minimal key if it is a key and no proper subset of it is a key. It 
is easy to check that there cannot be inclusion between two minimal keys, so the 
system of minimal keys X satisfies the Sperner condition: 
K,,K2~X, K,+K, * K,QK2. (2.15) 
In this case X is called a Sperner famiiy. We say that a Sperner family on D is (p, q)- 
representable (pcq) if there exists an increasing-monotone function on 52 that is 
(p, q)-representable and its system of minimal keys is exactly X. The definition of 
(p,p)-representation of a Sperner family is analogous, we just have to look for a 
closure. 
Problem 2.19. Is every nonempty Sperner family (p, q)-representable for any p < q? 
Which Sperner families are @,p)-representable for all p? 
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3. Implications among (p, q)-dependencies 
In this section we investigate the connections 
various p’s and 4’s. 
between (p, q)-dependencies for 
Definition 3.1. Let (p, q) + (p’, q’) denote the property that b E CaMPq(A) implies 
b E sF~~,&I) for every matrix M. Let (p, q) & (p’, q’) denote the above implication 
when we require only for matrices that have at least m different values in each of 
their columns. 
The proof of the following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 3.2. 
(P,d-+(P>4+1), 
(P, 4) + (P - 19 4). 
(3.1) 
We can say more, if we assume that the matrix A4 contains at least m different 
values in each of its columns. 
Lemma 3.3. We have that 
but 
(P,4) a (P-Lq-1h 
(P,d 9, (P-Lq-1). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. In order to prove (3.2) let us assume that bESMpq(A) in some matrix M. 
We want to prove that bcsgMp_Iq_l(A) holds, as well. If it did not hold, then 
there would exist q rows of the matrix such that they contain at most p - 1 different 
values in each column of A, but q different symbols in b. By assumption, there are 
at least q+ 1 distinct numbers in the column b, so we may choose a (q-t 1)st row 
that contains a (q + 1)st different value in b. This, together with the previous q rows 
would form q + 1 rows that contain at most p different values in columns of A, but 
all different values in b that contradicts to the assumption b E CaMpq(A). 
On the other hand, a matrix that contains exactly q different values in column 
b and at most p - 1 different symbols in columns of A proves (3.3). Cl 
Lemma 3.4. 
(P,d + (114-l). (3.4) 
Proof. The following matrix is a counterexample giving the proof. The first column 
represents columns of A, while the second one represents column b. 0 





















Lemma 3.5. If p< q then 
(p94) =k (199-p). (3.5) 
Proof. The following matrix is a counterexample giving the proof. The first column 
represents columns of A, while the second one represents column b. 0 
lm q-p+1 
Lemma 3.6. If p<N then 
m 
(It),d - (P+LN). (3.6) 
Proof. First we give a construction that shows (p,q)k (p+ 1,N). The matrix has 
N+ 1 rows, which contain numbers 1,2,3 , . . . , N+ 1 in column b, respectively. The 
numbers 1,2, . . . , p + 1 may stand in columns of A. Let the columns of A be con- 
structed in such a way that for any p + 1 rows there exists a column that contains 
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p + 1 different numbers in those rows. This can be done if A has enough columns. 
It is easy to see that in the so constructed matrix M, b~.Y~~#l), hence 
b~S~&l) according to Lemma 3.2. However, b$SMP+,,(A) holds. 
In order to prove (3.6) we only have to modify M so that each column would con- 
tain at least m different values. Let us write all N+ 1 + i in the (N+ 1 + i)th row 
(1~ ic m -N- 1). This modification does not change the above property. 0 
Now we can say when a (p, q)-dependency implies an other in the sense of Defini- 
tion 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let m>q. Then 
(P>4) A (P:q’) (3.7) 
holds if and only if 1 ~p’~p and q-p 5 q/-p’. On the other hand if m 5 q, then 
the necessary and sufficient condition for implication (3.7) is 1 ~p’rp and q( q’. 
Proof. The statement follows easily from Lemmas 3.2-3.6. 0 
Note, that in the proof of Lemma 3.6, A must be large. This means that for 
relatively small A’S, by CaMPq(A) implies b~S~~+&l). Thus, if 1521 =n is less 
than that bound for example, then the above implication holds for each A. This 
motivates the following problem. 
Problem 3.8. What is the size bound for A that b E SMPq(A) implies b E SMP+ i&l) 
for all A4 (p, q and N are fixed)? 
We give the solution for two special cases without proof. 
Proposition 3.9. If IA / < rlog(N+ l)l, then b E #M11 (A) implies b E $,,,_&A) for 
all matrices M. However, if jAlz rlog(N+ l)l, then this implication does not hold. 
Proposition 3.10. Zf 
IAl< /2(q4_tp:I) ’ 1 (3.8) 
then bESMpp(A) implies bE.YMp+14+1 (A) for all matrices M, but if A is larger 
than (3.8), then the implication is not true. 
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